University To Sponsor Conference on Religion
Rev. Harris Announces
Dr. Hornwell is Chairman; Many Leading Theologians Will Attend

[Text about the conference and its significance]

Win Over Harvard Brightens Penn's League Title Hopes

[Text about the college's prospects and achievements]

M&W Troop Will Perform
On Ed Sullivan's TV Show
April 20, Thorp Announces

[Text about the performance by the M&W Troop]

Ivy Distributed Today

[Text about the distribution of Ivy]

Miss U of P Entries Due Before Friday

[Text about the deadlines for entries]

Dean of Men Advises Houses Against "Excessive Hazing"

[Text about the advice against hazing]

Four Honored as Athlete of Month

[Text about the athletes of the month]

Student Is Responsible For Education, Harnewll Declares at DP Forum

[Text about the declaration by Dr. Hornwell]

[Additional text not transcribed due to the end of the page]
**Academy Awards**

Academy Award time and California's "Cinderella city" assumes a gay and cultured air as the annual film festival reaches its climax. The 10th annual "Stars" weekend, sponsored by the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce and the Los Angeles Times, is in full swing. And the show is being presented to four thousand guests. The winning producers and stars will be awarded a white and gold "Oscar" statuette at a dinner and dance to be held on May 9th at the Roosevelt Hotel. The stars will include Lucille Ball, Gary Cooper, Charles Laughton, Spencer Tracy, and many others.

Letter to the Editor should be addressed to the Editor of the Daily Pennsylvania State University, 1015 N. Pleasant Valley Rd., State College, PA 16801. Letters should be no longer than 300 words and are subject to editing.

**The Daily Pennsylvania State University**

**Win or Lose — A Workout**

by Bernard Schneyer

Baseball's famous taskmasters, from John McGraw down to Casey Stengel, have long been wont to administer punishment to their urchins whom they call the "hell's half" called for post-game rehearsals or half-hour, though through "The Star-Spangled Banner" for a week, however, and the odds are prohibitive won't want to mention of a manager holding a workout on the basis of the most satisfying win of the season.

By the same token, though you could never have known it, a walk-on with a baseball team, here illustrated the Jack McGinnis. For him, baseball is a way of life. He will stop short of telling the boys—"bump the water and carry the cramps to the victory party." Friday night, the inserting them in the "Marching Orders of the Season" collection, we see a new one, "Who's been walking around the Penn locker room with some unique spectacles," "How did you beat Dartmouth?" "We're going to have a win." Although our manager, who learned the art of becoming the student body's idol, said his servant, McGinnis, was proved to be an invaluable taskmaster, the effects of his goals and the aims of his team, are most fascinating. The ordinariness of Dartmouth is perpetually repeated, but we expect triumphs to remain. McGinnis, like the half century of the infatuated, will be a compelling story some day.
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Trandyly Pin Enables Wrestlers to Tie Yale

Thanks to the clutch performance of 177-pounder Paul Twigg, Penn's pinners were able to salvage points on their match last Saturday afternoon. Yale at the Palestra.

On Sunday morning, Oct. 10, entering the final match, the 250-pound Trendy was faced with a similar situation to the one in which he faltered against Harvard the previous week—namely, being forced to pin his opponent to score the squad from defeat. This time, however, Penn's Trendy proved to be the match and stopped Yale's Kline. Kline, in 1:10 of the final period, with a body press.

The deadlock enabled Penn to re-
main tied with the Bulldogs, 6-6, in the League. Both teams are now 3-3-1, while the EI are 3-4-1.

Shine Is 3rd

Quaker Sextet Ties Columbia To Remain Undefeated, 2-2

Quaker Sextet Ties Columbia To Remain Undefeated, 2-2

Charles T. Dinner, a Chambersburg, Pennsylvania native, has been named president of the Lehigh Valley Trust Co., Allentown, Pa.

Shunt is 3rd

Hartford Has Definite Edge In Ivy Basketball Scramble

With a new game and look every conference this season, Dartmouth has a definite edge in the mid-Ivy Ivy League basketball scramble.

The Indians (9-2) could clinch the championship by beating Penn (9-3) Saturday, assuming they de-
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1958 RECORD ON SALE BENNETT and DRIETICH HALLS

Use Old Spice PRE-ELECTRIC SHAVE LOTION to get a better shave! Quickly ... closer ... smoother ... no matter what machine you use. $1.00

Shulton New York • Toronto

Star Performers The ARROW pin-tab and tabber

They're the smoothest shirt anywhere. And both are yours in a barrel cuff as well as French and Link Cuff, British stripes, miniature checks, solid colors. Thank exclusive Arrow Mitoga* tailoring for their subtly trim lines, collar to waist to cuff.
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Campus-to-Career Case History

Paul A. Twigg, Bacheleol of Architectural Engineering, University of Notre Dame, '51, is in charge of the utility building construction supervision.

Paul Twigg's Baby

Paul A. Twigg had been with Michl-

shy Bell Telephone Company for about a year when he was assigned to a project that was a "dream" for a young archi-
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**NOTICES**

VARIETY FESTIVAL

Pennsylvania's variety loving team bowed to Lafferty, 31-9, in a closely-fought contest Saturday afternoon at Hamilton Pool.

The Quakers got off to a good start when the melody relay team of captains Joe Wadley, Joe Stark, Kermit Hill and Paul Hartline-Riss captured top place.

The Explorers' Jon Sheahan was the only double winner of the afternoon, racking up victories in the 50-yard freestyle and the 50-yard butterfly events.

Fred Fee took the initial individual event for the Quakers when he won the diving competition.

Captain Joe Wadley turned in a fine performance in backstroke winning the race in a tight finish.

Fred Nurser, swimming in the decisive events, instead of his usual backstroke, captured the 440-yard freestyle, taking off Lafferty's Joe Lee, who beat him earlier in the 200.

The Explorers' Pete Wallman turned in an "iron man" performance on his way to four victories in the 440, the longest event of the meet.

Wadley captured three events in the 200-yard backstroke and taking second place.

The victory marked the sixth for the Quaffles for the Lakeside squad against one loss, while the Quakers now stand at 2-1-1.

**Penn Bowlers Win**

Pennsylvania's new bowling team claimed a successful debut Saturday afternoon at the University of Pennsylvania. The team, under the guidance of Mr. William Penn Bowls, was held to a 20-to-29 defeat by Montclair.

Capt. John Wetzel posted the best score for the Quakers for the maters against one loss, while the Quakers now stand at 2-1-1.
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